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The Sunken Billions Revisited: Progress and Challenges in Global Marine Fisheries
_The World Bank and Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, 14 February 2017_

Global marine fisheries are in crisis. The proportion of fisheries that are fully fished, overfished, depleted, or recovering from overfishing increased from just over 50 percent in the mid-1970s to about 75 percent in 2005 and to a staggering 90 percent in 2011 (figure O.1). This biological overfishing has led to economic over fishing, which creates economic losses.

Overview
- Introduction: Trends in Global Fisheries and Fisheries
- Governance
- Basic Approach: The Bio-Economic Model and Inputs
- The Sunken Billions Revisited: Main Results
- Dynamics of Global Fisheries Reform:
- Recovering the Sunken Billions
Africa’s Cities: Opening Doors to the World
The World Bank, 9 February 2017

Cities in Sub-Saharan Africa are experiencing rapid population growth. Yet their economic growth has not kept pace. Why? One factor might be low capital investment, due in part to Africa’s relative poverty: Other regions have reached similar stages of urbanization at higher per capita GDP. This study, however, identifies a deeper reason: African cities are closed to the world. Compared with other developing cities, cities in Africa produce few goods and services for trade on regional and international markets. To grow economically as they are growing in size, Africa’s cities must open their doors to the world. They need to specialize in manufacturing, along with other regionally and globally tradable goods and services. And to attract global investment in tradable production, cities must develop scale economies, which are associated with successful urban economic development in other regions.

2017 World Development Report: Governance and the Law
The World Bank, 30 January 2017

The 2017 World Development Report: Governance and the Law explore how unequal distribution of power in a society interferes with policies’ effectiveness. Power asymmetries help explain, for example, why model anti-corruption laws and agencies often fail to curb corruption, why decentralization does not always improve municipal services; or why well-crafted fiscal policies may not reduce volatility and generate long-term savings. The report notes that when policies and technical solutions fail to achieve intended outcomes, institutions often take the blame. However, it finds that countries and donors need to think more broadly to improve governance so that policies succeed. The report looks at country examples, including state building in Somalia, anti-corruption efforts in Nigeria, growth challenges in China, and slums and exclusion in India’s cities. It identifies three winning ingredients of effective policies: commitment, coordination, and cooperation.
Commodity Markets Outlook: Investment Weakness in Commodity Exporters
*The World Bank, 24 January 2017*

The World Bank’s Commodity Markets Outlook is published quarterly, in January, April, July and October. The report provides detailed market analysis for major commodity groups, including energy, metals, agriculture, precious metals and fertilizers. A Special Focus section examines current topics and issues in commodity markets. Price forecasts to 2030 for 46 commodities are presented, together with historical price data. The report also contains production, consumption, and trade statistics for major commodities. Commodity price data updates are published separately at the beginning of each month.

Quarterly Projection Model for India: Key Elements and Properties – Working Paper 17/33
*International Monetary Fund, 13 February 2017*

This paper outlines the key features of the production version of the quarterly projection model (QPM), which is a forward-looking open-economy gap model, calibrated to represent the Indian case, for generating forecasts and risk assessment as well as conducting policy analysis. QPM incorporates several India-specific features like the importance of the agricultural sector and food prices in the inflation process; features of monetary policy transmission and implications of an endogenous credibility process for monetary policy formulation. The paper also describes key properties and historical decompositions of some important macroeconomic variables.
Australia has enjoyed a robust economic performance despite the commodity price and mining investment bust. The moderate impact of the large shocks since 2011 reflects prompt monetary easing, a flexible exchange rate acting as a shock absorber, export orientation to the dynamic Asia region, flexible labor markets, relatively high population growth, and strong institutions. Nevertheless, Australia has also been confronted with symptoms of the “new mediocre” since the Global Financial Crisis, including a downshift in average GDP growth. And with declining interest rates, already high house prices and household debt ratios have started to rise again.

Industry 4.0: Opportunities and challenges of the new Industrial Revolution for developing countries and economies in transition

Several advanced economies are implementing the concept of Industry 4.0, marking the Fourth Industrial Revolution. Increasingly, companies are applying innovative solutions, including through the “Internet of Things” (IoT), cloud computing, miniaturization, and 3D printing that will enable more interoperability and flexible industrial processes and autonomous and intelligent manufacturing. The physical components of industrial production are being transformed by smart, digital networking into cyber-physical systems (CPS), allowing for the management of production processes in realtime across great distances and customized products. Industry 4.0 has the potential to improve productivity and competitiveness, increase energy and resource efficiency and effectiveness and hence to protect the environment.
Mauritius: Incentives, Facilities and Support Services to Cooperative Societies 2016

Ministry of Business, Enterprise and Cooperatives (Cooperatives Division), Mauritius, November 2016

The Ministry of Business, Enterprise and Cooperatives (Cooperatives Division) has prepared a Document on “Incentives, Facilities and Support Services to Cooperative Societies 2016” to disseminate information to cooperative societies and cooperators on the various incentives, facilities and support services provided by different Ministries, Parastatals, and Banks.

The information compiled pertains to existing schemes and support measures obtained from various organizations and may be subject to change.
Produits de la Mer (PdM)
Publisher : Infomer
No.169, Février 2017

- Saumon et contrôles sanitaires ; comptoir du caviar
- L’Arabie saoudite et l’ingénierie aquacole
- Dossiers : Merlus, cabillauds...les belles couleurs des poissons blancs
- Tendances des marchés : Quotas 2017-Caviar-Saumon-Albacore
- Exporter du vivant en Chine
- Innover : Mutual Food
- Marine Harvest côté transformation
- Salmoniculture en eau douce

Fresh Produce Journal
Publisher : Fruitnet Media International, UK
Issue/Year : February 2017

- Retail 4.0: Exploring the innovative and ingenious ideas set to shape the fresh produce aisles of the future
- Leading the way to salad success: Natures Way Foods Chief Executive Susan Barratt explains why getting the right blend of staff is critical to success
- Adele: Top of the shops – Co-op produce manager Adlele Balmforth on why the retailer is putting buyers back in the field
- Fruit Logistica: Florida Fortuna
- India to boost EU grape exports
- Innovation in the face of Brexit uncertainty
MAGAZINE – BUSINESS/MANAGEMENT/SERVICES

The Economist
Publisher: The Economist Newspaper Ltd
Issue/Year: 18-24 February 2017

- Reproductive Technologies: Sex and Science
- Donald Trump’s White House: The Flynn fiasco
- The UK sliding towards Scoxit
- Ethical retailing: Exfoliating cash, needs a scrub
- Britain in the Gulf: Back to the desert
- Cloning: The sheep of things to come
- US: Turmoil in the administration
- Brexit and financial centres: Picking up the pieces

The Economist
Publisher: The Economist Newspaper Ltd
Issue/Year: 11-17 February 2017

- Brexit and the €60bn question
- Dismantling Dodd-Frank
- China’s transgender Oprah
- A special report to mass entertainment
- Courting Russia: Can it end well?
- Israel and Donald Trump
- Trump and Iran
- Corruption in Romania
- The Americas: NAFTA, Green activism, Political correctness
- Asia: Banyan- India-country or continent?
The Economist 1843: A new magazine of ideas, lifestyle and culture
Publisher: The Economist Newspaper Ltd
Issue/Year: January-February 2017

- The most hated man in the art world
- Design: When robots make buildings
- Trump country: The song that predicted Trump
- High-pressure parenting
- Two women one cause: Amal Clooney, Nadia Murad and the fight against Islamic State
- Fashion refraction: Coloured threads to brighten up your wardrobe
- Technology: Down with the upgrade – will modular devices ever vanquish inbuilt obsolescence?

Business Magazine
Publisher: Business Publication Ltd, Mauritius
Issue/Year: No.1274, 22-28 February 2017

- Jameel Khadaroo: « Mauritis badly needs a big bang »
- Volailles et traditions: Une croissance portée par la biosécurité
- Business Files: Sécurité privée- l’érosion des compétences inquiète les opérateurs
- The Irish Pub signe un partenariat pour se franchiser en Afrique
- Deepak Balgobin: « Un jour, je serai ministre du Tourisme »
- PME: OptimyZ HR - Saisir les opportunités du marché africain de l’externalisation
- Ralf Cabos: « A second Mauritian airline could aggressively target other regions »
Bloomberg Businessweek
Publisher: Bloomberg Businessweek, New York
Issue/Year : 6-12 February 2017

- Border Economics: Mexico could soon have its own populist firebrand
- Companies/Industries: Cadillac dares greatly in China, drags badly in the U.S.
- Politics/Policy: Trump will likely get his way with Keystone. Unless he gets his way with the border tax
- Technology: A Trump visa plan could rattle Silicon Valley
- Markets/Finance: Warren Buffett and Jorge Paulo Lemann are getting hungry
- Frenemies Israeli tech companies and Arab governments find ways to do business

D+C Development and Cooperation
Publisher: Frankfurter Societäts-Medien GmbH, Germany
Issue/Year : Vol 44, 01-02/2017

- Leena Srivastava and Arun Kansal: Understanding climate change
- Dirk Messner: Preventing catastrophes
- Darleen Seda: Praise for international criminal court
- Helmut Asche: EU-Africa relations need restart
- Youth needs opportunities
- Vocational training for Palestinian youth in Lebanon
- Youth unemployment causes unrest, migration and extremism
- Christian R Proano: Paradigm change at International Monetary Fund?
L’Eco Austral
Publisher: Editions Australes Internationales Ltd
Issue/Year : No.316, février 2017

- Reunion :
  Catherine Payet - le défi de la communication institutionnelle
  Entrepreneurat au féminin : créer, être libre et s’épanouir

- Maurice:
  Mathieu Mandeng – le banquier atypique
  Air Mauritius toujours en première ligne dans le « hub » mauricien
  « Africa Ré est le seul réassureur présent et ne manque pas d’ambitions »

- Madagascar : La grande offensive économique du Maroc

- Ethiopian Airlines met le cap sur Madagascar

---

Bloomberg Businessweek
Publisher: Bloomberg Businessweek, New York
Issue/Year : 6-12 February 2017

- Border Economics: Mexico could soon have its own populist firebrand
- Companies/Industries: Cadillac dares greatly in China, drags badly in the U.S.
- Politics/Policy: Trump will likely get his way with Keystone. Unless he gets his way with the border tax
- Technology: A Trump visa plan could rattle Silicon Valley
- Markets/Finance: Warren Buffett and Jorge Paulo Lemann are getting hungry
- Frenemies Israeli tech companies and Arab governments find ways to do business
Jeune Afrique
Publisher: Jeune Afrique
Issue/Year : No.2927, 12-18 February 2017

- FMI Christine Lagarde : « Pour éradiquer la corruption, mieux vaut traquer les tigres que les mouches »
- Sénégal : Les Diack – affaire(s) de famille
- UA-CPI : Chronique d’un divorce annoncé
- Côte d’Ivoire : La sentinelle d’Ouattara
- Libye : L’énigme Khalifa Haftar
- Cameroun : A toute épreuve ?
- Stratégie : Pourquoi Siat abandonne le palmier à l’huile
- Inde : Comment les Tata ont fait l’histoire

Time Magazine
Publisher: Time Magazines Europe Ltd
Issue/Year : 20 February 2017

- Moving pictures: The storytelling alchemy that creates unforgettable films
- Labour of Love: How director Martin Scorsese and cinematographer Rodrigo Prieto created their Oscar-nominated film Silence
- US-Iran relations grow tense
- A robotic suitcase could mean no more lost luggage
- When the call comes: A Syrian refugee discovers her place in Europe’s asylum lottery
- Maura Cunningham and Jeffrey Wasserstrom on the echoes of China in Trump’s America
Accounting & Business
Publisher: ACCA, UK
Issue/Year : 02/2017-February 2017

- Eyes on the prize: Paula Kensington, CFO at Regus, on why she’s set her sights on a CEO role
- What price Trumponomics?
- Winners and losers: How will emerging markets fare under Donald Trump?
- Insight Q&A with former UN secretary-general Kofi Annan
- Born to run: What’s in a leader’s DNA?
- Art of change: How to get staff buy-in to process and role transformations

International Trade Forum Magazine: Refugees and Economic Opportunities
Publisher: International Trade Centre (ITC)
Issue/Year : Issue 3, 2016

- Interrogating Africa’s development numbers
- Why our stereotypes of African Agriculture are all wrong
- Creating income opportunities for refugees in East Africa
- Breaking down barriers to economic integration
- A digital caravan for better and more trade
- Boosting East African exports with Indian investments and expertise
- Including SMES and Women in Public Procurement in Chile
Le Bijoutier International
Publisher: MV Media SAS, Paris
Issue/Year: No. 831, Janvier-Février 2017

- L’Entretien: Stella Cadente, directrice artistique de Bijorhca Paris, PDG et designer de la marque Stella Cadente
- Actualités : Tout savoir sur les derniers news de la profession
- Dossier spécial SIHH : Salon SIHH-le cru 2017, de grandes nouveautés
- Focus : L’Atelier Ponce
- Salon : Première Classe place l’accessoire de mode au cœur de Who’s Next
- HKTDC : Les salons de la bijouterie ouvrent leurs portes en mars à Hong Kong

FZ-Europas Trend-Magazin : Für Uhren, Schmuck & Accessoires
Publisher: Verlag Hans Schöner GmbH, Germany
Issue/Year : January 2017

- Blumenkind: Flower-Power January 2017
- Inhorgenta Munich 2017
- Jacques Lemans Stores
- Ambiente the Show 10-14 Feb 2017
- Alpha Saphir
- Silver trends at Inhorgenta Munich 2017
- Cluse watches, Pierre Petit, Waidzeit Austria
- New collection Gemstones
- M&M Germany
- Schmuckes in Gold, Silver & Carbon
Le Journal du Textile
No.2324, 7 février 2017

- L'événement de la semaine: Les start-up bousculent la mode
- Points Chauds: Ralph Lauren dit adieu à son directeur général
- Points Chauds: Le gouvernement vient s’immiscer dans le dossier Vivarte
- Dossier l’Homme de l’hiver 2017-18: L’homme de Paris se libère de tous ses complexes
- Le baromètre du marché : Le textile de maison a passé les fêtes au chaud
- Dsitribution : Le Retail's Big Show a réenchanté le magasin
- Molli décline sa layette en mode féminine
- Salons : Berlin fait fructifier tous ses atouts mode
- Loro Piana Interiors s’offre un écrin parisien

Le Journal du Textile
No.2323, 31 janvier 2017

- L’événement de la semaine: Alibaba ouvre la Chine à la mode française
- Points Chauds: Vivarte procède au grand démantèlement
- Points Chauds: Les 3 Suisses ont enfin trouvé leur sauveur avec Domoti
- Dossier : Les tissus de l’été 2018: Les tissus soignent leur technicité
- Le baromètre du marché : Le marché de l'enfant a fini 2016 sur une bonne note
- Dsitribution : Planet Indigo veut se doter de nouveaux satellites
- Créateurs et Stylistes : New York multiplie les mélanges de genres
- L’Homme de l’hiver 2017-18 : Milan plaide pour une mode plus concrète
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